 
  
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Resume USS Andromeda "The Mirror Universe" Part 2 10803.09
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: Half the Crew is in Mutiny, the Mirror Crew is taking the opportunity to seize power
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::currently overriding a lockout on a jefferies tube door::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: Scene The Regular Federation Personnel are confused and do not now what is going on 
 
TO_Jayne says:
::hanging onto the ladder, waiting for the XO to unlock the JT door::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: At the level she believes the computer core is.  Turns to look at Bogbinder::  CSO: Any solid suggestions?
 
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
CMO: I'll verify our location. ::Takes a look on his tricorder::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The XO is adjusting to the old technology as the cold of space is sucking out the heat, it is getting cold and hard to breathe
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: tries to hold back a shiver as she rubs her arms for warmth::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The JT pops open
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: We should be going already. ::Points to the open hatch::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::peers in to see if anything is moving::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
CMO: I guess the computer core is on this level but I must say I am a bit confused of our directions.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The JT was locked by computer so the coast is clear
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO:  Right.  ::crawls through the hatch::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::tumbles in with phaser rifle in hand just like in the movies wishing someone else had seen it::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::shouts back up:: All: All clear!
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: sighs::  CSO: Well, then there is only one other alternative.  :: Pauses to listen carefully for any activity::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The Bridge is now uninhabitable, the crew is making its way into the "neck" part of the hull connecting the saucer to the main hull
TO_Jayne says:
::hollers up to the bridge:: All: Down here!
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Crawls into the tube, now that the bridge is empty::
TO_Jayne says:
::crawls along with the others::
 
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The crew make it into the ship Neck which is warm and full of Oxygen
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
::Slowly removes his tricorder and raises his phaser, moving towards the computer core::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::hears to TO and makes his way down::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Dusts himself off a bitafter crawling through the JT.::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The Computer Core is 20 decks down near Main Engineering which is the primary hull near Sickbay
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The crew is on deck 4
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::takes in a deep breath with it somewhat easier to breathe::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::flips communicator:: *CSO* Come in
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: quietly::  CSO: I do not hear anything... :: pauses and sighs::  Or I did not.
TO_Jayne says:
::takes a moment to warm up::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
::Keeps walking towards the computer core::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Slowly moves out and heads in the direction the computer core should be located, glancing at each door as she passes it.::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: On Deck 4 through the shut door the crew can hear fighting between mirror and federation crew it seems this has become a ship wide fight
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::yells down::  All:  We've got 16 more decks to climb down, let's keep moving.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CO: I propose we split up into two teams
TO_Lt_Knight says:
Self: Don't have to go to the gym for a couple days.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CO: I'll take a team and clear off the ship of enemies with the help of the crew, while your team retakes the computer core
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO:  Acknowledged.  Any enemies you round up, keep them contained in one area.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::nods:: All: Volunteers?
TO_Lt_Knight says:
XO: Aye.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO&XO: Knight-Sky and Bogbinder are already on their way to the core. I don't think we should make them wait for another team to join them.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: People climbing down are in deck 10
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: Auxiliary control is on deck 24 near engineering
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO:  You join the XO.  I'm going to head down to the computer core.
TO_Jayne says:
CTO: Sir, should I go with the Captain?
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CTO/TO: Follow me ::raises phaser rifle and moves towards access port
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CO: You shouldn't move around here alone. I'll come with you.
 
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CTO:  The JT is clear, I should be fine.  The XO can use all the help he can get.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
All: TO_Jayne: Head with the captain, everyone else with me
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The core team emerges on deck 24 this deck is entirely controlled by Mirror Personnel there are guards everywhere
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action; There are 50 mutineers here
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Hears motion and stops still.::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::pushes up against an access hatch listening for anyone::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Follows the XO's team.::
 
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::continues climbing down::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Follows the captain::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@::Looks at the CMO, with rather depressed look::
TO_Jayne says:
::goes with the CO::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Carefully pushes open the hatch and moves out::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: Several Mutineers are in Auxiliary control
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Lightly reaches out to touch Bogbinder’s hand::  ~~~~ CSO: They moved fast... very fast.  This must have already been in motion and we somehow jumped into the middle.~~~~
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Sees the TO following him and the CO:: TO: Conor will need your help. I'll be with the captain.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@::Nods at the CMO::
TO_Jayne says:
::shrugs and scrambles up the ladder to follow the XO::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: 20 Federation People recognize the XO and offer support
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Keeps the XO covered while he heads into the corridor.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@::arrives on deck 24 and sees the CSO and CMO::  CSO/CMO:  Why have you stopped?
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ ~~~~ CSO: Any ideas on how we might get pasted them... preferably in one piece?  There are only two of us... unless... I wonder if they know who is who in this situation?~~~~
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: Deck 24 Consists of Main Engineering the Computer Core and Auxiliary Control
 
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
@::Joins the CSO and CMO::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
All: We clear this place deck by deck, and we move to deck 24 to reinforce the other team retaking the core
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@CO: Rough terrain. 50 enemies.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Hearing Ethan her eyes widen in concern and she holds up her hand for silence.::
Host Federation_Crew says:
XO: We are with you Sir ::grab weapons::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@::is about to say something, but holds his words::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Always trying to sense if anyone else is present and moves with his heavily armed team::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Nods toward what Bogbinder just said and withdraws her hand.::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: The 20 crewmembers begin to open locked quarters and release more Federation Personnel
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: The Mutineers have set up a command post on Deck 24
TO_Jayne says:
::helps the Federation crew releasing the others.::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
Xo/Fed Crew: We should try to keep the enemies from discovering our people on deck 24 as best we can. We need to be the distraction, as it were.
Host Federation_Crew says:
All: The Mutineers have locked Federation people in the main brig on deck 18
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ ~~~~ CO: I believe this was planned before our arrival.  My question is, do they have any idea who was part of it or not.  Perhaps, we could just... make our way in, except for you.~~~~
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: The Mutinners have freed themselves from the shuttlebay and are moving to deck 24 to join their comrades
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@~~~CMO:  It had to have been planned.  How else could they be in all secure areas of the ship?  I was going to suggest that both you and Bogbinder pose as mutineers.  Think you can pull it off?~~~
Host Federation_Crew says:
Audio: Several Transmission can be heard over the comms regarding an effort to kill all Federation Personnel
XO_Lt_Conor says:
All: We strike quickly and quietly then, we make our way to Deck 18 and free more crewmembers in the brig then. ::Points to half the crew telling them to go directly to Deck 24 to support the CO::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Audio: The Psychic races like the betazoid mirrors are leading the execution squads
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
@::Is a bit nervous as the others communicate telepathically::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Looks apologetically at him:: ~~~~ CO: Check their minds first to see if the... the two of us were originally part of the mutiny or not.  If we were, it should be easy~~~~ :: glances at Bogbinder.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
~~~CO~~~ Reinforcements heading your way
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Watches half the crew climb into the JT while the rest fast walks down the corridor with him::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
XO: Ready when you are, sir.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
~~~XO:  Acknowledged.  We've got about 50 mutineers holding us at bay down here.~~~
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: 10 crewmembers join the CO in support,
XO_Lt_Conor says:
~~~CO~~~ Moving to brig to free other crew
XO_Lt_Conor says:
All: Lets move! ::slides down an access ladder to the next deck::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Follows the XO.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@::whispers::  CMO:  I'm not getting any reason for the both of you not to have been part of it.
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: Federation Security Officers break into Deck 24 and not seeing the Captain have launched thier own attack
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: A host of 45 security officers and crew are staging their own assault!
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@::Loads his phaser, preparing to take part in the fight::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Nods and looks at Bogbinder and lightly touches his hand.:: ~~~~ CSO: Are you ready to saunter down there as if we belong?~~~~
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: Deck 24 erupts into a melee and firefight
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Arriving on deck 18 and sensing to see how many guards are there::
 
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@::knows the CTO won't allow him to fight, so he waits to see the outcome::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: The XO's team arrives on deck 18, the deck is guarded by 50 more mutineers
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: The Federation crew are locked  in the brig
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@::Joins in the fight, on the Federation side::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Instructs half the crew to move in the JT to the other side of the deck::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: The Mirror Execution squad is coming to kill everyone on deck 18 who is not evil
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
@::Stays in cover with the captain::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::signals the rest of his team and beings his assault on Deck 18::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@CTO:  Can you see what's happening?
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ ::Looks at the captain::  CO: We wait?
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::running up a corridor firing phaser bursts and moving into cover::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: Federation and Mirror forces are fighting on deck 24
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
@CO: The fighting here might be a good distraction.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Glances around the corner and pulls her head back quickly as a phaser is pointed in her direction.::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: The XO launches his attack on deck 18, the execution squad arrives
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@CMO:  Any chance Storm can gas this deck?  It worked on the bridge.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
TO: Move up, i
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@CTO:  A good distraction for what?
TO_Lt_Knight says:
XO: Here comes the neighborhood watch, mates.
 
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
@CO: For sneaking up to the computer core.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
TO: Move up towards them, I'll give covering fire!
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::pops out and fires several bursts covering the TO::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: Phaser blasts incinerate the sides of the brig which goes down and the 100 Federation people spill out into Melee!
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
@ :: Pulls out a communicator and after a moment, opens it.::  *CIV*: Storm, where are you?
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@CTO:  I would prefer not to have to sneak up on it.......I'd rather have us gain control of this deck.
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: Security Officers are waging a fierce battle on deck 24
TO_Lt_Knight says:
:::Races from cover toward the execution squads, firing at them as he slides into cover.::
 
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
@CO: Gaining control of the main computer would probably help quite a lot in that.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Keeping medical barricaded::  *CMO*: In medical.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Gives covering fire to the escaping crew to fall behind them::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
TO: Cover the people moving back here!
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
@::Fighting on the deck 24::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
@CO: As we saw in the bridge, control of the ship's systems might well be more important than raw firepower.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
*CIV*: Can you gas deck 24?  For that matter, gas the entire ship but your location.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Pops up and fires again::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Acton: The XO and his now 100 strong people seize control of Deck 18
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
@CTO:  I totally agree with you.
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: All Fighting on Deck 18 is over
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Nods to the small group with her and goes back into the CMO's office.:: *CMO*: I can check.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Tells the security trained people to retake other decks and brings the rest back down to deck 24::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: The Mutineers and the Federation Security are at a standstill and both have entrenched positions
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Slides down another JT to Deck 24 and senses who is near::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: The XO arrives with 75 loyal crew
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::senses the XO and turns::  XO:  Status?
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Reloads weapons while he waits for the XO's signal.::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Is about to start moving as the XO appears::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CO: We've retaken Deck 18 and the rest of the crew is cleaning other decks
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
*CMO*: I am sorry, doctor.  All controls have been routed to engineering.
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: Loyal Crew Recognize the CO and express support
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
*CIV*: Understood...
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO:  Excellent work Conor.  Let's see if we can get control of deck 24 and the computer core.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: turns to look at Ethan and shakes her head.::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::points at an area:: CO: Myself and the TO will move there, you provide covering fire, then we cover you as you move up and we retake the deck.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
CMO:  It was a thought.  But by the looks of it, we might have the personnel to gain control.
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: Security Sees the CO and sends a Lt to co-ordinate
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::nods to the XO and brings up his phaser::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Nods and stays out of the way.  She was not a fighter or warrior, her skills were to heal.::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
TO: We move then on my signal ::points::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
XO: Aye.:: Readies his weapon.::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Goes with the others, readying his phaser::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
TO: Go! ::dives across the deck into cover::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: Morale is excellent on the Federation Side and is growing stronger the crew is ready for a frontal attack
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
XO:  On your mark, Lieutenant.
 
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Pushes up closely against a wall and pops out to give cover fire to the TO::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Charges and gets to his spot and fires, covering for the others.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::readies his phaser and fires for cover::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: A mighty Roar is heard echoing through the deck as the Federation Horde Charges the Mutineer barricades
Host Federation_Crew says:
All: CHARGE!
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Takes charge of a security squad and leads them in front of the attack::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Fires as quickly as he can to support his charging comrades.::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Melts back and finds a room that she can get into, her goal to try to find a medical kit.::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::Running up the corridor and shooting madly at the enemy::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
::Attacks with the rest::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: The Deck erupts in blue phaser fire a full on combat ensues ashes of disintegrated combatants fall everywhere!
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::stands back while the others charge::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: The crew charges and pours over the barricades, yellow shirts and red shirts and blue shirts dive over the barricades and begin wrestling!
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Almost falling back out of the way into a room, notes it is an armory, with all the weapons gone.::
 
XO_Lt_Conor says:
::finding the combat too tight, begins using phaser rifle as a club::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Given weapons were not her goal, she ignores that and heads for the supplies, particularly medical.::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: At last the door to main enginnering is destroyed and the People pour into main engineering
 
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Reloads another charge into the phaser and fires again.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::senses the insurgent is going their way::
Host Federation_Crew says:
Scene: The Mutineers refuse to surrender and most are killed or stunned
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
*CIV*:  Prepare for massive injuries.
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: At last the Ship is returned to Federation Hands
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Opening the door slightly she sees a few people lying near by.  Reaching out, she pulls them into her room.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
~~~XO:  If you encounter resistance, you know what to do.~~~
XO_Lt_Conor says:
~~~CO~~~ Understood
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: of the 200 mutineers, some 80 have died but 120 have been stunned and are rounded up
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::In main engineering, looking at the destruction around him::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
All: Take it to 'em, mates, we've got 'em! ::Fires a few more shots.::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
*CMO*:  Sierra, I want you to give medical priority to Federation personnel.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CTO: Arrange for our prisoners to be moved to a shuttle bay under heavy guard.
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: Some 20 Federation personnel have died but the Federation crew is now at 180
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
XO: The brigs won't hold this much, so the shuttle bay will have to do.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Looks up from treating one the men and starts to tap her commbadge, only to pause and reach for the communicator.::  *CO*: I will treat anyone I get my hands on.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CTO: Plus there is a large hole in the side....
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Instructs security to round up the stunned mutineers in the shuttle bays, making sure that they are contained properly by force fields::
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Realizing the fighting is done.::  *CIV*: It is over with... for now.  Open up medical and start to send out teams.  I will join you shortly to deal with the more serious.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Hears that there's only one shuttle bay in the Constitution-class ship, then instructs the prisoners to be taken to cargo bays instead::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Looks around at her small group.::  *CMO*: We will do what we can.  :: moves to cautiously unlock the door.::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
::Exhausted, taking a seat on scorched chair::
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
::leans in toward the XO::  XO:  Ensure that all medical teams put Federation personnel to the front of the line for sickbay.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
CO/XO/CTO: There are some who are rounding up a few mutineers who've fled into the JTs.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Taps a console and returns life support and control to the bridge::
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CTO: I do not want to repeat this retake the ship business, any further threat to the security of the ship, vent the atmosphere from the bays
Host Federation_Crew says:
Action: The Mutineers are locked in the Cargo Bays
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Finishes treating the two men she had and stands to leave the room.::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
XO: That won't happen. Their containment areas will be properly emptied and guarded.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CTO: Good.
XO_Lt_Conor says:
TO: Get internal sensors back online, deck by deck scan for any stragglers left behind. If they don't work, get a team and search deck by deck.
Host CO_Capt_Knight says:
All:  Excellent work by everyone.
CMO_LtCmd_Knight-Sky says:
:: Trying not to stop at each person on the way, she begins to make her way to medical.::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Nods in agreement with the XO about the remaining mutineers::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
XO: I've already assembled a team to search an' patrol the ship, an' some engineer friends o' mine are workin' on internal sensors. Gotta be vigilant at times like these, sir.
 
XO_Lt_Conor says:
CSO: I want a full status report of all damage sustained
 
 Host Federation_Crew says:
Pause USS Andromeda "Mirror Universe" Part Two 10803.09
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